
4/28, 10:32pm

David Crofts

4/28, 10:35pm

David Crofts

4/28, 10:37pm

David Crofts

https://twitter.com/dasc1961/status/592759458964570112

TueBrian Coogan left the conversation.

4/29, 12:07am

David Crofts

https://www.facebook.com/shares/view?id=10206295159244144



Wednesday

4/29, 3:50am

Dennis Deangelo

o See the 12 chapters below for the whole book. Note that a copy of these files was found in the internet archive.

Further note that Fritz Springmeier and his wife were arrested by the FBI in the spring of 2001 whereby all their

research material was confiscated.

Dedication Chapter 1 -- The Science of Victim Selection & Preparation Chapter 2 -- The Science of Traumatizing

and Torturing the Victim Chapter 3 -- The Science of Drugs Use Chapter 4.0 -- The Science of Hypnosis Chapter

4.1 Chapter 5.0 -- The Science of Lying & Deceit Chapter 5.1 Chapter 6 -- The Use of Electronics & Electricity

Chapter 7.0 -- The Science of Structuring Chapter 7.1 -- most has gone lost Chapter 7.2 -- most has gone lost

Chapter 8 -- The Science of Body Manipulation & Programming Chapter 9 -- The Science of Mind Manipulation

by Psychological Programming Methods Chapter 10.1 -- The Use of Spiritual Things to Control a Person Chapter

10.2 Chapter 10.3 Chapter 11 -- The Science of Internal Controls Chapter 12 -- The Science of External Controls

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/.../mindcontrol_index.htm

4/29, 3:51am

Dennis Deangelo

See the 12 chapters below for the whole book. Note that a copy of these files was found in the internet archive.

Further note that Fritz Springmeier and his wife were arrested by the FBI in the spring of 2001 whereby all their

research material was confiscated.

Dedication Chapter 1 -- The Science of Victim Selection & Preparation Chapter 2 -- The Science of Traumatizing

and Torturing the Victim Chapter 3 -- The Science of Drugs Use Chapter 4.0 -- The Science of Hypnosis Chapter

4.1 Chapter 5.0 -- The Science of Lying & Deceit Chapter 5.1 Chapter 6 -- The Use of Electronics & Electricity

Chapter 7.0 -- The Science of Structuring Chapter 7.1 -- most has gone lost Chapter 7.2 -- most has gone lost

Chapter 8 -- The Science of Body Manipulation & Programming Chapter 9 -- The Science of Mind Manipulation

by Psychological Programming Methods Chapter 10.1 -- The Use of Spiritual Things to Control a Person Chapter

10.2 Chapter 10.3 Chapter 11 -- The Science of Internal Controls Chapter 12 -- The Science of External Controls

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/mindcontrol/mindcontrol_index.htm

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

Wednesday

4/29, 6:21pm

Dennis Deangelo

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/mk-ultra-monarch-program-basic-info/

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

Wednesday

4/29, 9:52pm

Dennis Deangelo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVxiXs6wF5I Mark Taylor is a Columbine survivor who became a whistle

blower after he discovered that his assailants were raped, sodomized, and given mind altering drugs which may

have contributed to their insanity in carrying out the massacre. Mark Taylor also brought a suit against the big

pharmaceutical companies and won! Additionally, Mark blew the whistle early in the Columbine investigation that



SWAT team members stationed on the roof of the high school fired into the school and may have been responsible

for some of the injuries and deaths that occurred on that tragic day. Since day one, Mark has been intimidated and

harassed by big-pharma corporations and police, unlawfully having his freedom taken away in 2008 when police

sited a "report" that Mark intended to bomb a Border's Book Store — he visited book stores to check

merchandizing and placement of the book he wrote and published. Mark Taylor was apprehended by police who

could not produce a justifiable, legal reason to arrest him. On the same technicality which the US government

employed to detain US Marine Brandon Raub, Mark was apprehended, institutionalized and force medicated with

the same mind altering drugs he fought against on his court case. Tonight Pete Santilli interviews Donna Taylor,

Mother of Columbine shooting victim Mark Taylor who was one of the most severely injured shooting victims in

the tragic incident on April 20,1999. The details and facts which have been suppressed implicate members of what

Pete calls the "Clinton Illuminati" in a massive government cover-up of pedophilia, sexual assault, human

trafficking, and witness tampering, intimidation, forced medication & unlawful mental institutionalization.

Whistleblower Mark Taylor has been institutionalized against his will in a psychiatric hospital, and force-

medicated with psychotropic drugs by court order. Donna Taylor is desperately trying to have her son released

from State custody, weened off the psychotropic drugs which have rendered him a virtual zombie, as well as tell

the true story about the massive political cover-up of facts about the Columbine shooting. New evidence presented

in this episode will shock the American public, especially when they realize that the Clinton family of Illuminati

members are implicated along with their luciferian cohorts in what the listener will agree is a coverup of epic

proportions. For more links and resources, please visit Episode #237 on ThePeteSantilliShow.com. **** Please

help get Mark Taylor released. The best thing every listener can do is to share this episode with as many people as

possible, as this is the bet method of reaching attorneys, medical professionals and political influencers who may

be able to help the Taylor family. Please RECOMMEND CONTRIBUTOR and RECOMMEND STORY if you a

BeforeItsNews.com reader, and of course send it to you email contacts, as well as all your Facebook and Twitter

followers.

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

12:09am

Dennis Deangelo

Bernard Schreiber, wrote a book entitled "Men Behind Hitler - A German Warning to the World." In this book,

(which is freely downloadable on the web as a gift for humanity) his research exposes the profession of psychiatry

being involved in a covert continuation of the eugenics movement. Schreiber's book is "Humbly dedicated to the

memory of countless ordinary people who's lives were taken because they were considered less than perfect, and

therefore, unworthy to live." www.targetedinamerica.com/menhitler.html

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

12:38am

David Crofts

http://myspace.com/ovadose_unique/mixes/profilemix-52455/photo/2135413

12:39am

David Crofts

http://myspace.com/ovadosepeace/mixes/classic-back-11-black-photography-on-the-streets-of-burn-412379/photo

/140981436

12:40am

Dennis Deangelo

yes thats me why are you inboxing me this?



i was targeted by the secret occultists satanists witches in the music scene also

along with psychiatry

mkultra human experimentation and police government servbices every doctor has covered up proof

that is in my body itself

the whole system is engaged in this

occult is the secret drugs hypnotism

torture rape

inducing mental illness is an art

voddoo is connected this trauma based mind control

12:43am

Dennis Deangelo

#ⓂⒶⓈⓄⓃⒾⒸ #รคtคภเςRιтυαƖAвυѕє #BillSchnoebelen #AleisterCrowley #666" by OVADOSEPEACE-

Killuminati MKULTRA Beats - http://www.reverbnation.com/ovadosepeace/song/23084911--tra-billschnoebelen-

aleistercrowley

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

12:44am

David Crofts

https://www.facebook.com/david.crofts.1961/posts/892329834158582

12:45am

Dennis Deangelo

work in progress Check out "#FRITZSPRINGMEIER #TEDGUNDERSON #CIA #MINDCONTROL #DRUGS

#HYPNOSIS #TORTURE-snealpreview=work in progress" by OVADOSEPEACE-Killuminati MKULTRA Beats

- http://www.reverbnation.com/ovadosepeace/song/23310983-fritzspringmeier-tedgunderson-cia

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

12:46am

David Crofts

https://myspace.com/david.crofts.1961/music/album/psychiatry-20495287

12:46am

Dennis Deangelo

your hexagon sigil is kinda occultic too

12:47am



David Crofts

lol

12:48am

Dennis Deangelo

all my music is free to download unmastrered as it is and experimental its got me into alot of adversity

12:49am

David Crofts

I hope this psychiatric outburst of mine does not get me in trouble !!!!

12:55am

Dennis Deangelo

the more you attack nthe services in melbourne the more the system uses iut to destroy you..they lie about

everything you have said and embellish on it to portray delusion

once a proffessional has written these lies down its your word against them and of course since you ARE NOW

MENTALLY ILL BECAUSE OF THEIR WORDS THEY WILL FORCIBLY DRUG YOU AND DETAIN YOU

WHEN THAT HAPPENS YOULL BE INFECTED SECRETLY WITH TOXINS AND BACTERIA FINGAL

GERMS ETC THAT REALLY DO INDUCE MENTAL ILLNESS

12:57am

David Crofts

they even made my interactions with the chief psychiatrist sound like I was behaving madly to seek her out !!!!

12:57am

Dennis Deangelo

BY THEN YOURE MENTAL STATE WILL NEED SERIOUS NATURAL THERAPY OR YOULL BECOME

SCHIZOPHREIC AND HOMELESS BECAUSE OF IT

the cheif psychiatrist covered up terminal mkultra human experimentation till death heres the article which was

covered up

12:59am

Dennis Deangelo

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/deaths-in-mental-health-facilities-unexpected-unnatural-and-violent-

20110902-1jqdg.html

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

12:59am



David Crofts

if I believe the bullshit they spew that is a real possibility !!!!

12:59am

Dennis Deangelo

thats still going on they drug patients secretly with incapacitating agents that induce paranoia delusion violent

reactions

yes

1:01am

Dennis Deangelo

Psychiatric Oppression of African Americans

In a document on the "Psychiatric Oppression of African Americans" produced by the Citizens Commission on

Human Rights,1 BZ is linked to experimentation on African American citizens of the U.S.: At the National

Institute of Mental Health Addiction Research Center in Kentucky in the mid-1950s, drug-addicted African

Americans were given LSD, with seven of them kept hallucinating for 77 consecutive days. At this same center,

healthy African American men were still being used as test subjects almost 10 years later, this time for an

experimental drug, BZ--100 times more powerful than LSD. This follows a long psychiatric tradition of using for

experimental purposes the incarcerated, the dispossessed and others who have no voice. This first report seems to

confirm the existence of BZ, its psychoactive and psychotomimetic properties, and its abuse by government

agencies. However, lack of mainstream media coverage leaves one to wonder about the actual facts. One search

engine, Hotbot, however, did yield further information from organizations with more established credentials.

Psychotomimetic Chemical Weapons In "Psychotomimetic Chemical Weapons," The Organisation for the

Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), an international organization opposing the use of chemical weapons,

describes in detail the effects of BZ as a psychotomimetic agent: This group of agents usually includes substances

which, when administered in low doses (<10 mg) cause conditions similar to psychotic disorders or other

symptoms emanating from the central nervous system (loss of feeling, paralysis, rigidity, etc.). The effects are

transitory and cause inability to make decisions and incapacitation. Several such substances may be used to

achieve these objectives and only a few examples are given here. During the 1950's, studies were made of

substances such as glycolic acid esters (glycolates). Particular interest was paid to 3-quinuclidinylbenzilate, BZ.

The effects of this group of substances are similar to those caused by atropine. BZ causes poisoning at doses of

0.5-5 mg. Peripheral symptoms such as distended pupils, deteriorated short-distance vision, dry mouth and

palpitations occur after about 30 minutes. A serious effect of poisoning with BZ, as also with other atropine-like

substances, is an increased body temperature. Deterioration in the level of consciousness, hallucinations and coma

occur subsequently. Incapacitating after-effects may remain 1-3 weeks after the poisoning. Since the effect of

glycolates was found to be difficult to predict, interest in continued research into this type of substance gradually

decreased.

1:01am

Dennis Deangelo

http://pages.uoregon.edu/munno/OregonCourses/REL253F12/REL253Notes/BZStory.htm

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

1:01am

David Crofts



https://www.facebook.com/170542263000234/posts/826678410719946

1:01am

Dennis Deangelo

thats part of what australian psychiatry does to patients secretly

1:02am

David Crofts

IT IS NO-SECRET !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1:02am

Dennis Deangelo

nothing will work because the whole system is run by secret eugencists getting away with secret human

experimentation

heard ofv the cult the family?

1:03am

Dennis Deangelo

Newhaven[edit] During the late 1960s and the 1970s, Newhaven Hospital in Kew was a private psychiatric

hospital owned and managed by Marion Villimek, a Santiniketan member; many of its staff and attending

psychiatrists were also members.[4][8][9]

Many patients at Newhaven were treated with the hallucinogenic drug LSD.[10] The hospital was used to recruit

potential new members from among the patients, and also to administer LSD to members under the direction of

the Santiniketan psychiatrists Dr John Mackay and Dr Howard Whitaker.[11] One of the original members of the

Association was given LSD, electroconvulsive therapy and two leucotomies, also called lobotomies, during the

late 1960s.[1]

Although the psychiatric hospital had been closed down by 1992, in that year a new inquest was ordered into the

death of a Newhaven patient in 1975 after new claims that his death had been due to deep sleep therapy. The

inquest heard evidence concerning the use of electroconvulsive therapy, LSD, and other practices at Newhaven but

found no evidence that deep sleep had been used on this patient.[12] The Newhaven building was later reopened as

a nursing home with no connections to its previous owner or uses.

1:03am

David Crofts

experimentation ( psych-drug-trials ) are no-secret too !!!!

1:03am

Dennis Deangelo

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Family_(Australian_New_Age_group)



This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

1:04am

Dennis Deangelo

thats how infiltrated the medical sector still is government services all colluding on patients secretly

if youre ever put in a psych ward its guranteed you will come out two weeks later totally mentally ill

because of vwhat they are really doing

nothing to do with the medications they force on us

1:05am

David Crofts

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Family_(Australian_New_Age_group)#Timeline

1:05am

Dennis Deangelo

this is apart from it

yes

all the secret luciferian satanic witchcraft cults work hand in hand with australian psyuchiatry bon their mind

controlled victim patients

the truth never comes out

1:06am

David Crofts

IT IS ALSO NO SECRET EVERYONE IS DAMAGED BY THEIR EXPERIENCES IN PSYCH WARDS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

1:07am

Dennis Deangelo

brunswick fitzroy northcote etc is saturated with these satanic cults all preying on ignorant innocents

yes

1:09am

David Crofts

https://www.facebook.com/170542263000234/posts/824511260936661

1:10am



David Crofts

Apparently the ultimate authority on all things psychiatric is the mental health tribunal and they have made

psychiatrists redundant under law !!!! https://www.facebook.com/david.crofts.1961/posts/891379520920280

1:11am

Dennis Deangelo

they still have stalking networks

in every neighbourhood

connected to government services

mentally ill patients are often used to stalk psychological harrassment

if one speaks out it will be called paranoia

1:12am

David Crofts

who's they ????

1:13am

Dennis Deangelo

psychiatric services and government agencies connected to this

including human services

1:13am

David Crofts

department of health ????

1:14am

Dennis Deangelo

yes they themselves

including the so called ambos

ambulance staff

1:14am

David Crofts

Apparently the ultimate authority on all things psychiatric is the mental health tribunal and they have made

psychiatrists redundant under law !!!! https://www.facebook.com/david.crofts.1961/posts/891379520920280



1:14am

Dennis Deangelo

masonic connection

notice all the hospitals have masonic emblems etc

1:15am

David Crofts

the mental health tribunal is a legal authority on OUR side !!!!

1:16am

Dennis Deangelo

not really i was victimised and targeted for human experimentation terminal experimentation and they covered it

up

a 25 year long story here in melbourne

before that i was in the second year of a physics degree at university

1:17am

David Crofts

I do admit that they do like the medical arse is little too much !!!!

which uni ????

1:18am

Dennis Deangelo

auckland and melbourne

1:18am

David Crofts

did you complete it ?

1:18am

Dennis Deangelo

our family emigrated here from new zealand during my second year

1991

1:19am



David Crofts

did you you finish you melbourne studies ?

1:20am

Dennis Deangelo

nope i was induced into a tortured schizophrenic state by them psychiatry in a stay in a psych ward the real

situation is i was secretly drugged into a paranoid state beforehand

1:20am

David Crofts

it only did 1/2 of my second year of physics at melbourne uni in 1980 !!!!

1:21am

Dennis Deangelo

that schizophrenic state was torure of mind body soul that got progessively worse each new day until my mind was

overwpowered from it no hope just pure mental torture enduring bthis for 25 years straight every single day

thats part of what they can do to anyone

luckily my mind did not fragment into oppressive demonic voices tormenting me because i was well read

beforehand abd aware of some of those issues

1:24am

David Crofts

Physics became to dis-connected from the hard real world to be understood !!!! I think when they become too

theoretical they get sucked off the true foundations of physics into false hood & bullshit physics !!!! Quantum

Computing for example !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WHAT GARBAGE !!!!

1:25am

Dennis Deangelo

some of that is occult

basically

i became christian only thing that saved me evetually

all science evolved from occultism

during the age of enlightenment occult philosophy was connected to new advances technology its still all the same

old age occultism dressed up in modren themes

1:26am

David Crofts



I go to a church where https://www.facebook.com/hilton.jordan.9 preaches !!!!

1:26am

Dennis Deangelo

all the variousc fathers of physics dabbled extensivley in the occult

from isaac newton onwards

the anglican church in brunswick is overrun with secret occultists its opshop is run by witches

theosophists in the congrgation the gay agenda has destroyed the anglican church

1:28am

David Crofts

I believe the concept of "MIND" is a concept that belongs in the study of Physics !!!!

1:28am

Dennis Deangelo

its all bringing in the new world order

the church is preaching a ecumenical new world order doctrine

the gay agenda is part of this

baphomet theosophists induce bisexuality in victims secretly thats part of the secret

all the main churches in australia raped and experimented on the aboriginal people satanism paedophilia is related

to this

australians have a hard time admitting this

alot of society is really actually involved in all this

1:31am

David Crofts

I must admit that it is a bit gay that the HOLY FATHER worships his HOLY SON !!!!

1:31am

Dennis Deangelo

racism and superiority is also connected to this secretly

the trinity is iron clad doctrine if youre going to attack real christians like me then ill have to block you

children of occultists in the church are trauma based mind control victims on remote control



1:33am

David Crofts

WHAT IS "HOLY SPIRIT" ???? "HOLY SEMEN" ????

1:34am

Dennis Deangelo

?

what are you going on about thats blasphemy

1:34am

David Crofts

YOUR TRINITY REFERENCE ???????????????/

1:34am

Dennis Deangelo

GOD THE FATHER THE SON AND THE HOLY SPIRIT THATS CTHE TRINITY

1:36am

David Crofts

I KNOW, I JUST THINK ITS CRAP !!!! IT ALL SPRINGS FROM ONE CONCEPT !!!! THE CONCEPT OF

MIND !!!!

1:36am

Dennis Deangelo

just be aware the church is as much involved in secret human experimentation of the disabled and rape of them too

behind the scenes

1:36am

David Crofts

http://www.davidcrofts.com.au/my-inspired-documents/the-con-sequences-of-mind

1:36am

Dennis Deangelo

thats ok we could never agree just be ware of my position

your teaching takes one away from admitting sin

therefore becoming as gods which was the first lie that eve fell for vand as such why all humanity suffers



1:38am

David Crofts

I have no shame as I sin, because it is never for advantage !!!!

1:38am

Dennis Deangelo

ok

only the indwelling of GODS HOLY SPIRIT CAN COMFORT HEAL AND INSPIRE TEACH US

basically

thats what ive found

1:39am

David Crofts

the sin of the church is for the exclusive advantage of those who believe !!!!

1:39am

Dennis Deangelo

seperating onself from JESUS INVITES NO HOPEC AND THEREFORE TORTURE

god is hope most of vall and freedom from torment

1:40am

David Crofts

WHEN I THINK "JESUS" ---- I THINK "TORTURE" !!!!!!!!!!!!1

1:40am

Dennis Deangelo

just be aware erything ive said here regarding the government services are true

plus public housing is human experimentation by the state on the disabled secretly

1:41am

David Crofts

As true as Christ to you I'm sure !!!!

1:42am

Dennis Deangelo



aboriginal people are targeted too secretly many a yound aboriginal has come down with kidney diseases due to

tampered cwith water supplies

even those who do not drink

yes he took on everything

all the torture the whole of humanity past present future will commit and endure and overcame

1:43am

David Crofts

Must dis-connect from you now. I have not got the energy to keep up with you

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1:43am

Dennis Deangelo

there are many secrets in australia

1:45am

David Crofts

http://www.youtube.com/ovadoseunique

1:45am

Dennis Deangelo

why are you googling me?

ok

just stay close to GOD

1:46am

David Crofts

it on your Facebook !!!!

1:46am

Dennis Deangelo

ONLY HE CAN SAVE OUR SOUL

OK COOL

THATS AN OLD YOUTUBE ACCOUNT OF MINE



1:48am

David Crofts

https://www.facebook.com/ovadosepeace what about this Facebook ????

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

1:49am

David Crofts

Why do you have a conflict about ----peace && ----unique ????

1:49am

Dennis Deangelo

(remember the CIA destroyed tens of thousands of MKULTRA documents before they pushed their limited

hangout PSYOP on the American people) "and i believe they're still experimenting on us in ways i can't even

fathom—MKULTRA was simply a limited hangout hiding a darker truth..." (limited hangout when a government

such as the USA admits they did something bad to unwitting people it means they did something far worse) (it

goes way beyond mind control it is cellular control it is neural control it is programming and conditioning using

words images memes) (now combine all that with HAARP ELF DEW NBCR warfare microwave radiation

electromagnetism etc) (numerous telescreens in homes pockets and purses and numerous pharmaceuticals in blood

streams not to mention fluoride chemtrails and GMO) (what makes you think the government and/or private

contractors no longer conduct tests on unwitting subjects MKULTRA was a limited hangout) (MKULTRA isn't

just LSD hypnosis and government operations it's everywhere it's programming on many levels internet media

entertainment etc)

1:49am

Dennis Deangelo

one was due to my hip hop name before i was christian

i need to get rid of that account

its a back up fornow

in case this one gets censored

1:51am

David Crofts

it is "not" Facebook !!!! It's Youtube && Myspace !!!!

1:52am

Dennis Deangelo

all due to my music persona before i became christian

youll find alot of anger and ranting there too

on posts



becfore i got the peace of CHRIST

BEFORE I BECAME CHRISTIAN

i was mind controlled totally back then unawares

1:54am

David Crofts

I'm glad you're now better !!!!

1:54am

Dennis Deangelo

oh im ok basically apart from huge demonic oppression that comes and goes daily but its bearable

part of what happens to victims of vthe occulklt

1:56am

Dennis Deangelo

http://www.whale.to/b/sullivan.html#ReligBel

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

1:56am

David Crofts

I must go under the dreaded needle ( fluanxol anti-psych ) every three weeks !!!! At least one unbearable period

inside every three week interval !!!!

1:56am

Dennis Deangelo

that article by a survibour explains some of what i experience to this day

be careful mof so called red needles

they use secretly infected needles when giving injections to induce a variety of physical illnesses

always demand to see them open the packages in front of you

1:58am

David Crofts

my needles are of the hardest steel !!!!

1:59am

Dennis Deangelo



Fifty-five women contracted hepatitis C after having abortions in Melbourne between 2008 and 2009. James

Latham Peters, an anaesthetist with a drug dependence, has been prosecuted in Victoria for infecting these women

while in his care. http://theconversation.com/how-was-a-drug-addicted-doctor-with-hep-c-able-to-infect-

his-patients-12166currently awaiting sentencing.

1:59am

David Crofts

I do it all as one discrete item of service when I get medicated !!!!

1:59am

Dennis Deangelo

thats qite common in the medical sector and covered up again

ok

2:00am

David Crofts

Must dis-connect from you now. I have not got the energy to keep up with you

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2:01am

Dennis Deangelo

terminal human experimentation eugenics is what most are really about secretly

2:01am

David Crofts

maybe we can chat tomorrow ?

bye

2:01am

Dennis Deangelo

basically you cannot trust any mental health proffessional

no problems

Today

6:02pm

David Crofts

Dennis Deangelo,



I tried to "follow" you on Facebook but this evil Facebook machine is making it hard !!!! Maybe if you follow

"me" we will have better linkage !!!! An even better option is for us to be Facebook "friends" !!!!

-David Crofts.

6:12pm

David Crofts

Dennis Deangelo,

Judging by the look of your profile you appear to have explicitly forbidden some members of the public from

following you on Facebook !!!!

YOU ARE CLEARLY A PARANOID TIGHT ARSE !!!!

-David Crofts.

6:45pm

Rosalind Crofts

I think this conversation has run its course. Maybe we can call it a day.

6:46pm

David Crofts

ok, you jolt me back to it actually !!!! I'll come over for dinner now !!!!

8:56pm

Dennis Deangelo

PARANOID NOT REALLY JUST A REALIST...IM A CHRISTIAN WE ARE COMMANDED TO SEPERATE

OURSELVES FROM THE WORLD HEATHENS AND PAGANS..PLUS YOU ACCUSATIONS ALSO GIVE

YOUR INTENTIONS AWAY ..

MAN YOU REALLY ARE DAMAGED...INTENTIONS ASIDE.. and what are these other people in this

conversation doing here except to observe for strategy and gain info?

9:00pm

Dennis Deangelo

just be aware the human experimentation going on is very real..and all covered up in the mental health system here

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0415928354?ie=UTF8&isInIframe=1&n=283155&redirect=true&

ref_=dp_proddesc_0&s=books&showDetailProductDesc=1#iframe-wrapper

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

9:03pm

David Crofts

Sorry, I permit everyone to invite me in facebook friendship so please click the add+ friend button on :-



https://www.facebook.com/david.crofts.1961

9:04pm

Dennis Deangelo

and protect you nose its easily infected with biological matter to cause schizophrenia

soory i have intention of networking...dont take it personally you started these interactions not me

9:05pm

David Crofts

do you enjoy ventilating with me ?

9:06pm

Dennis Deangelo

enjoyment is not any issue i give pertinent information when asked factual that can be proved...to everyone

regardless of their alliegances

at the end of the day its all on you and JESUS OR YOU AND SATAN

9:07pm

David Crofts

you & me ?

9:08pm

Dennis Deangelo

inbox is just fine

9:08pm

David Crofts

it like knowledge of your posts please !

9:10pm

Dennis Deangelo

here read this this is the real reality for thousands of unwitting unkowing victims right here in melbourne ..take the

info with discernment if you are aware of any of the issues already you might just see the truth of it

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2281.cfm

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

9:11pm



David Crofts

please post these on https://www.facebook.com/ovadosepeace and be-friend me !!!!

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to share it with you.

9:13pm

Dennis Deangelo

sorry ive stated my reasons why i dont associate with unbelievers or those not proven to be real christians its for

the best of all of us

dont take it personally

ive had to do this for many reasons one was infiltration of my networks by very real occultists for one thing that

only served to get me more targeted

9:15pm

David Crofts

you would be providing a service to all; for the greater good of all !!!!

everyone likes to be understood don't they ?

9:18pm

Rosalind Crofts

I think this conversation has run its course. Maybe we can call it a day.

9:18pm

David Crofts

say "hello" to Dennis, Joffa !!!!

9:19pm

Rosalind Crofts

Hello Dennis Joffa!

9:19pm

David Crofts

SAY "HHHHEEEEELLLLLOOOOO JJJJOOOOFFFFFAAAAAA" Dennis !

9:20pm

Rosalind Crofts

Stop now, or take me out of the group. I don't know how to do it myself.! Night.



9:21pm

Dennis Deangelo

lol clowns

9:23pm

David Crofts

maybe red needs a facebook tribute page ?

9:23pm

Rosalind Crofts

How can I stop this silly messenger feed?

9:24pm

David Crofts

9:24pm

Dennis Deangelo

go to options above one has the option to leave convereation

9:25pmRosalind Crofts left the conversation.


